FRIDAYS

March 29 & April 5
9:00 AM - 1:00 PM

Training Rate of $25/HR

Friday, March 8
Deadline to Register

Light breakfast provided at the FSC from 8:30 AM - 8:45 AM.

Register Online: www.chaffey.edu/fsc

\[ \text{click Seminars} \quad \text{click on the Title} \quad \text{click Register} \]

Achievement Gap
More Strategies for Success

Let’s explore the achievement gap as we learn how to...

1) create an environment where African American and Latino students can be more successful
2) communicate effectively with diverse populations
3) recognize and reduce stereotype threat situations for our students

Daniel Bentum
B&AT/HOTFS

Maria C. Fitzpatrick
S&BS/Psychology

Sergio Gomez
S&BS/Sociology